Queen's food a solid opening act
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Guests can enjoy dinner and await for a live music Downstairs at the World Cafe Live at The Queen in downtown
Wilmington. / SUCHAT PEDERSON/The News Journal
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When World Café Live at The Queen opened in April 2011, local
music lovers were jazzed to have a sister of the reputable
Philadelphia venue to call their own. Because like its big sis in
Philly, the Wilmington location shared a vision: Live Music for
Grownups.®
Founder Hal Real believed in it so much he trademarked the
tagline.
Since then it’s found a niche by bringing national acts like Martin
Sexton, Arrested Development and Grace Potter & The Nocturnals,
and drawing local favorites like The Spring Standards and Spinto
Band. Add open mic nights, private events and recently added
board game and Quizzo night and it’s rare that the sound system
isn’t queued up.
What music buffs couldn’t have known was
that concerts are served with a side of
culinary events like the monthly grilled
cheese and craft brew pairing nights that can
sell out before the menu is even posted,
says Kitchen Manager Stephen Brown.
“We get to get absolutely crazy with grilled
cheese, as strange as that sounds,” Brown
says.
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Brown is part of the Wilmington venue’s new
guard. After three-plus years at the
Philadelphia hotspot he came to Wilmington
in June, followed soon after by Executive
Chef Joe Deamer, also from Philly.
Brown says a chef has to be “partially
psychotic” to tackle such a strange hybrid
of concert hall and eatery.
“It’s not exactly a restaurant and it’s not
exactly a venue – it’s a particular
amalgamation of both of those things,” he
said.
The décor says it for him. Upstairs, diners sit

Pan-seared sea scallops with a white bean and spinach
ragout for $13 at World Cafe Live in Wilmington. /
EMILY VARISCO/SPECIAL TO THE NEWS JOURNAL

at a mix of tables, high-tops and oversized
booths surrounded by the exposed pipes
and concert flyers typically at home in a dark
club. Somehow it manages to be warm, with
its candles flickering on each table, small but

comfy bar in the corner and efficient, friendly servers – some of
whom look as if they could drop their pen and paper, grab a guitar
and hop on stage.
Since his arrival, Brown has pared down the menu so fans looking
for dinner before a big show in the grand Downstairs Live area will
have most of the same options as someone popping in for lunch in
the more intimate Upstairs Live. His menu philosophy is to go more
seasonal than set, so the offerings will change every few months,
with the latest one debuting three weeks ago.
Guests can start off with standard bar fare elevated for a more
refined palate – think quesadillas with an option of duck confit, tofu,
chicken or grilled filet.
On a recent Saturday night in Upstairs Live, multiple plates of
baked swiss and onion crab dip with house-made Old Bay biscuits
($11) and Bavarian pretzels ($10) whizzed by as patrons trickled in
for an early dinner before blues guitarist Charlie Hunter took the
stage upstairs and former Soul Coughing frontman Mike Doughty
went solo downstairs.
The crab dip wasn’t short on meat and should please with its hot,
gooey goodness, although there’s nothing new here for hard-toimpress natives who’ve likely grown up on family recipes.
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The stone-baked Bavarian pretzels ($10) brushed with browned
butter, sea salt and chopped parsley with Guinness mornay dipping
sauce (that could be eaten with a spoon), however, were a
welcome departure from humdrum pretzels and beer. The puffy
torpedoes were toasted on the outside without a hint of sliminess.
The steamy, chewy middle sopped up the well-balanced dip.
Vegetarians will have no trouble finding something to nosh, whether
as a snack or a full meal. Although a waitress recommended the
stuffed peppers ($14) , the poblano’s heat overwhelmed the spiced
Israeli couscous and tofu blend set in a chipotle-tomato sauce.
Judging by the other hearty sandwiches , a better bet might be the
portabella burger ($11), roasted with cumin and cayenne and
served with sautéed spinach, grilled marinated tofu and German
cabbage slaw on a pretzel bun. Both the chicken and pastrami
sandwiches ($11) were delectable, and the WCL burger on a
croissant was a solid, no-frills option for picky eaters.
The grilled chicken breast could have been juicier and the
sourdough more sour, but the mozzarella, tomato and basil pesto
added moisture and flavor to spare. A melt-in-your-mouth pastrami
sandwich was dripping with both. This is a two-hands sandwich that
won’t make you open your jaw so wide that your TMJ acts up. The
heft comes from a respectable amount of pastrami as well as the
dense, buttery bread, the melted sharp provolone and caramelized
onions with garlic rosemary aioli. Plan on taking part of it home.
For a treat, substitute the shoestring fries or chips with eggplant
fries. Greasy, yes, but worth it. In a good batch, the unskinny
spears accomplish something not all vegetables can – they retain
their flavor instead of taking on a generic fried taste. If you’re
looking for a snack to share, try a side of eggplant fries with a
Dogfish Head’s Queen Golden Crown, brewed exclusively for the
venue.
Another exclusive to the Wilmington site is the pizza, and the chefs
aren’t quaking in their clogs just because Extreme Pizza and
DiMeo’s Pizza are a few blocks away. The ambitious King Street
Pizza ($14, $8 personal) is proof. This smoky, carnivore’s dream
steers clear of the chain pizza sausage-and-pepperoni route by
layering the thin but chewy crust with mozzarella, applewood
smoked cheddar and roasted garlic olive oil, then topping the pie
with Black Forest ham, duck confit and peppered bacon.
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When it comes time for dessert, skip it unless your sweet tooth is
aching. Spend your calories instead on an after-dinner coffee drink,
glass of wine or a beer. Just like nearby neighbors Chelsea Tavern
and Ernest & Scott Taproom, the craft beer offering is extensive.
It’s nice to know that if hunger strikes, you’ll only have to park once
to find food and a show at the same place. The World Café Live at
The Queen’s menu is a solid opening act: It might not be what you
come for, but it can provide a pleasant surprise.
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